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How organizational culture and resistance to change are challenges to 
implementing a successful performance management program

How to place a emphasis on innovation

How to ensure that everyone understands and adopts performance 
management resources and policies set in place

How to incorporate risk management 

Topics to cover in this session
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Measure
OIG-Provided Training
Target
Training and briefings provided to 
federal grant and procurement 
employees and potential grant 
recipients, primarily in the areas 
of grant and contract 
management, fraud prevention
Related projects
OIG audits of program offices 
and grant recipients

Actions Planned
• Continue to track training provided by OIG. 
• Increase DOC management awareness of the availability of this non-audit service.

Milestones
• Fall 2010
• Ongoing

Status & Significant Developments
• Significant increases in training due to increases in demand related to ARRA requirements.
• Prior to March 2009 OIG training was not tracked and currently is only tracked for ARRA-related activities.

* Information for the second half of 
FY 2009 only includes data from 
August and September 2009.

“Before”

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
*Prior to August 2009, the OIG RATF provided over 3,200 hours of training to over 2,100 individuals across 74 training sessions 
** Across all topics, average cost to train each person = $32.42.
�
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Measure
• Single audits oversight (OMB Circular A-133)
Target
• Compliance with DOC grant terms, laws and 
regulations
Related projects
• OIG audits of program offices and grant 
recipients

Status & Significant Developments
• The increasing volume of grants issued by Department requires additional resources for OIG reviews.
• On average, over a three-year period, 17% of reports had findings that require notification to the grants office and grant recipient of 

issues requiring correction.
• Volume of costs questioned has remained on average under $5M per six-month period.
• Compliance and internal control issues represent a larger number of findings but impact cannot be quantified.

1st Half, 
FY2008

2nd Half, 
FY2008

1st Half, 
FY2009

2nd Half, 
FY2009

1st Half, 
FY2010

Reports 
Received 579 920 226 1528 1081

Reports 
with 

Findings
166 193 104 147 147

% 29% 21% 46% 10% 14%

Value of 
Questioned 

and 
Unsupported 

Funds
(in millions)

“Before”
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Intermediate Step: Balanced Scorecard – Beginning 
Analysis

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
  Thank you Jane for providing this data, which shows questioned costs in OIG and Single Audits in 2010 inflation-adjusted dollars.
  If we are making management decisions about how approach our goals and priorities, it is important to watch trends, movement, and changes to contextualize performance.  This chart can serve to initiate a conversation:  what is going on in this data?  Why is there an upward trend?  Are we simply completing more audits?  Are we completing a certain type of audit?  Are questionable costs on the rise?  Will it continue into FY11?  Do we want it to? �
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FY 2011 Audit and Evaluation Plan
Areas / Bureaus Covered

# Audits, 
Evaluations

Acquisition

OAM –

 

(acquisition savings plan, workforce, award fees) 
NTIA

 

–

 

Booz Allen contract, 
NOAA, NIST, Census

 

(Recovery Act contract fraud),  
NIST

 

(Recovery Act construction contracts)

6

Grants NTIA (PSIC*) Analyze Audit Findings for all Commerce Bureaus through Single 
Audit Trend Analysis

2

Information 
Technology

CIO

 

(application risk, web applications, security awareness / training, FISMA*) 
PTO

 

(end‐to‐end modernization)
5

Other DOC  
operations OS

 

(Financial Statements*, Purchase cards, Improper payments*) 3

Bureau 
Programs

NOAA

 

(Fisheries enforcement, forfeiture fund, JPSS, and GOES‐R satellite) 
PTO

 

(patent backlog, telework

 

program) 
NTIA

 

(BTOP, PSIC) 
Census

 

(American Community Survey, 2020 planning, MAF / TIGER) 
NIST

 

(Recovery Act NIST Construction grants)

12

Subtotal 28

Carry 
forward

25

Total 53

“As always, our work will 
address Top Management 
Challenges faced by the 
Department.  To meet this 
goal, we will include reviews 
of the Census Bureau’s early 
planning of the 2020 
decennial, acquisition and 
contract operations 
Department-wide, IT security, 
USPTO’s

 

programs and 
operations, and the 
development and acquisition 
of NOAA’s environmental 
satellite programs.”

Memorandum for Executive 
Management, Nov 2010

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The risk assessment provided the basis for the FY 2011 Audit and Evaluation Plan, which was another strategic deliverable defined in the FY 2010 strategic business plan.
OAE is now hard at work executing this plan.


More from Todd’s memo:
“We will also continue to foster transparency and accountability in Recovery Act projects by continuing our oversight of NTIA’s Broadband Technology Opportunities Program and the grants issued by EDA, NIST, NOAA, and NTIA for construction projects.”�
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Balanced Scorecard – Why are we developing?
To quantitatively measure our achievement of strategic goals

Thus, to inform us on how we might improve

To be an exemplary participant in Secretary Locke’s initiative by 
holding ourselves to a standard of best practices

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
  As shown earlier, the Strategic Plan has four Strategic Goals.  Though the goals are lofty, they have practical implications at the ground level.  By measuring achievement at the ground, we hope to uncover to what degree we are achieving what we set out to achieve.  

1.  The first step in addressing this question is to determine where we are now.  

2.  The second step is a quarterly discussion focused on the results, allowing data-driven analysis of our progress and informing actions to improve processes and operations.

  Secretary Locke has been rolling out the Scorecard to all of the bureaus in Commerce, as well as his own office.  
  Because we are the OIG, we expect that our work is more than adequate – we expect exemplary products and exemplary processes.  We set the standard for the department, and on Department-wide initiatives, we expect to hold ourselves to the highest standard of integrity, performance, and transparency that we possibly might.�
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FY 2011 Strategic Business Plan

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
In September of 2009, OIG held a planning conference with senior staff (in Wye River, MD) and developed the OIG Strategic Business Plan. 
The plan defined our mission, core values, and strategic goals and was designed to provide the vision and focus for achieving a high performance OIG.
 Todd and the senior staff rolled out the strategic plan a few weeks later at an all-hands conference.
The strategic plan defined 19 strategic deliverables to help us better accomplish our mission and better serve our external and internal customers.
Each deliverable was linked to a strategic goal and assigned a senior staff lead. 
�
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FY 2011 Strategic Business Plan
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FY 2011 Action Plan

.

.

.

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
In September of 2010, we held a similar strategic planning conference in Charlottesville, where we reviewed the Strategic Business Plan and made sure it accurately represented our mission, values, and goals. 
We reviewed “lessons learned” from our FY 2010 experience and created a new set of 17 strategic deliverables for FY 2011, each of which was assigned a senior staff lead and due dates. 
Every OIG unit has a role in completing the strategic deliverables.

Examples of strategic deliverables in the FY 2011 plan include:
Develop OIG Balanced Scorecard.
Identify, prioritize, and implement a defined set of upgrades and improvements to the OIG infrastructure. Ben Bergersen is the lead.
Complete an FY 2011 risk assessment for audit and evaluation. This is being led by Mark Zabarsky and Carol Rice.
Revamp the contracting function to improve timeliness and responsiveness—John Webb.

 As I mentioned, the strategic plan sets the direction for a high performance of the OIG and organizational improvement. One of the major ways we are making this happen is by cascading the Strategic Business Plan deliverables down to SES performance plans and then to the performance plans of supervisors and staff.
For example, the strategic deliverable “Develop and implement a program to provide whistleblower protection. . .” is assigned to Rick Beitel as the lead and cascades to his performance plan.

�
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Relationship to Performance Plans

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�

The cascading starts with Rick providing milestones for development of the Whistleblower Protection Program, which are included in the FY 2011 Strategic Business Plan. 
All of the other leads provided similar information.
(Judy and her staff will be tracking the completion of these milestones.)

The Strategic Plan goals and objectives were then cascaded to the senior executives’ performance plans as outcome measures, as shown by the example for Rick.

�
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Performance Measure Target
m01 % of reports  complete in given period’s  SAR 90%
m02 % of action plans  received within 60 days 75%
m03 % of $1M target on questioned costs  in OIG, External  Audits 90%
m04 % of $100,000 target on funds  put to better use in OIG, External  Audits 90%
m05 % completed within 60 days  of deadl ine identi fied on job s tart 80%
m06 % of OAE s taff has  certi fi cations  and/or advanced degrees 50%
m07 % of OAE s taff meets  GAGAS CPE requirement 90%
m08 % score on OAE, OI customer satis faction surveys 85%
m09 % of target on externa l  tra ining sess ions 90%
m10 % recommendations  accepted from reports  in current period 75%
m11 % recommendations  implemented within 3-yr period 75%

m12 % of high priori ty recommendations  va l idated by OIG 20%
m13 % of hotl ine compla ints  referred within 10 working days  of receipt 70%
m14 % of prel iminary investigations  completed within 180 days 70%
m15 % of ful l  investigations  completed within 365 days 70%
m16 Average number of days  on open cases
m17 % of Whistleblower Reprisa l  cases  accepted by OSC 100%
m18 % of Investigations  referred by OSC complete within 365 days 100%
m19 % of Investigations  referred by Cong. Committee complete within 365 days 75%
m20 Average number of days  pendency time on acquis i tions
m21 % deadl ines  met in budget process , including timely del ivery to IG 95%
m22 % admin requests  responded within 24 hours  plus  resolved in 72 95%
m23 % of new hires   brought on within OIG 80 day hi ring model 50%
m24 % of OIG s taff attend at least one divers i ty education event sponsored by DOC
m25 % of el igible employees  are on new performance plans  by March 31, 2011
m26 % of supervisors  receive at least one supervisory tra ining course per FY
m27 % of OIG supervisors  who attend at least one divers i ty tra ining event per FY
m28 % of SSNs  blocked by Websense prior to leaving OIG 90%
m29 % up time, excluding scheduled maintenance (87.6 hours/yr) 99%
m30 % patches  insta l led within deadl ine, determined by level  of priori ty 90%
m31 % resolution of customer service requests  within 16 bus iness  hours 90%
m32 % Audit, Securi ty and System logs  reviewed dai ly 90%
m33 % score on Hi l l  customer satis faction surveys 85%

m34
% Congress ional  requests ' ini tia l  response within 5 bus iness  days  plus  
agreed deadl ine met 90%

m35
% on aggregated high-performance cul ture metric from OPM survey, 
adminis tered by HR 80%

m36 % on aggregated communications  metric from OPM survey, adminis tered by HR 80%

m37
% on aggregated leadership/management metric from OPM survey, 
adminis tered by HR 80%

m38
% of cases  where requests  related to FOIA or Privacy Act are returned within 
twenty bus iness  days  of receipt or as  otherwise negotiated 85%

m39
% of cases  where requests  for legal  and pol icy analys is  products  to OIG 
s takeholders  are returned within ten bus iness  days  of receipt or as  
otherwise negotiated 85%

m40
% of balanced scorecard data  col lected, analyzed, and presented to OIG 
community 50%

ADIG

Legislative 
Affairs

OIG

Office of Counsel

Office of Audit 
and Evaluation

Office of 
Investigations

Office of Special 
Investigations

Administration

“After”

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
  So this is the Balanced Scorecard – in its entirety – as it will be presented to AIGs and Counsel for review very soon.  
  Clearly an ambitious number of metrics, but since we accomplish so much, I think this is a fitting picture which the Secretary should be able to see.  You can see that all of the offices contributed at least two metrics.�
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Assign responsibility for pursuing the goals, and meet with Cabinet 
members responsible for the priority targets.

Use the White House performance unit to run goal-focused, data-driven 
meetings pertaining to his priority targets.

Identify and manage cross-agency targets and measures.

Request White House Policy Councils to identify measures and targets.

Direct agencies to set performance trends for key indicators.

Engage external performance management expertise for agencies.

Adopting policies in place
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Step 4: Conduct Trend Analysis
Trend outlays and obligations by individual agency to identify potential data anomalies and to 
assess overall data reasonableness. 

Step 2:  Test for Accuracy
Gather evidence of IT controls in operation (e.g., data edit, system interface controls) that 
detect and prevent erroneous input and incomplete data transmission.

Step 1: Assess Internal Controls
Conduct interviews with key IT and agency management and review documentation to 
understand the overall internal control environment.

Step 3:  Test for Reliability
Recreate a sample of Financial and Activity Reports for each agency to validate the integrity 
of prior reported data.  

Compliance with Laws and Regulations.

Approach
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Risk Strategy

Prepare an annual Department-wide comparative risk assessment and 
help guide the development of a work plan for stratifying program risk.

Concentrate efforts in areas where the agency can have the greatest 
impact based on their strategic importance, congressional interest, and 
resources.

Assume the agency will partake in enhanced coordination, both among 
the bureaus and with other federal agencies. 

Focus on activities directly related to implementing the risk assessment.

18
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Based on a preliminary comparative risk assessment of each bureau’s 
activities, focus efforts in three general areas:

19

Ensuring the bureaus optimize available resources, and determining the 
extent to which its activities may be similar or overlapping, both within the 
Department and with other federal agencies.

Improving intra-agency and interagency coordination of activities.

Ensuring bureaus’ strategies are aligned with their resources and program 
effectiveness.

Risk Strategy 
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Repeatable information
Chaos Theory
Stoplight Measures Concept
Scorecard
Management Accountability

Risk Management
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FY 2011 Risk Assessment Process

Assess Department 
of Commerce 

programs

Determine risk 
categories

Assign an inherent 
risk rating

Complete a final 
check of risk 

assessment and risk 
plan

Collect data
Apply a series of 
binary questions for 
each category

Assign one of three 
risk ratings for each 
risk category (high, 
med, low)

Perform final review
1.Team members
2.Senior management
3.Bureaus

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�

Completing an audit and evaluation risk assessment was an important strategic deliverable in FY 2010. 
Ann Eilers and Brian Maney led this effort. They developed a risk assessment process as shown on this slide and applied it to the programs and operations of the Department.


Data Collection Uses:
Budget, Appropriations, Dollar volumes (grants, contracts), OMB guidance, DOC/Bureau guidelines, Bureau program plans, Legislative, statutory requirements, Program documentation, OIG subject matter experts, Other oversight

Four primary risk categories
Strategic/Program, Operations, Legal/Compliance, Fraud

Develop a series of yes/no questions for each category
 “yes” response increases risk in that category
 some qualitative responses

Three risk ratings for each risk category
High, Medium, Low

Final check done through interactions with
OIG team members, OIG senior management, Select bureau management
�
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Directorate Lead:  Joe Smith Assessment

Additional Comments and Supporting Narrative

Assessable

 

Unit (AU): Investigations Office

Likelihood Impact
AU Manager:   Cindy Jones

AU Manager Title:  Assistant Inspector General, Investigations 

No. Risk Event

1

An error or mistake caused by the assessable unit results in 
a direct, negative impact on the agency's investigative 
reporting.

possible major

2

An investigation issue related to the assessable unit was 
identified in an audit or other assessment report (i.e. 
within the last 3 years).

unlikely minor

3
The assessable unit’s activities involve handling of risk, 
fraud and abuse.

almost 
certain

major

4

The assessable unit is unable to meet the agreed upon 
deliverables as compiled in a monthly performance 
measurement system and supported by actual metrics 
data.

unlikely minor

5

Policies, operating procedures and core institutional 
knowledge covering the assessable unit's activities and 
systems are fully documented, periodically reviewed to 
ensure completeness and accuracy, and are readily 
available to personnel at all levels.

almost 
certain

minor
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Label Value No. Likelihood Impact Score 
Likelihood 1 2.00 3.00 6.00

Unlikely 1 2 1.00 1.00 1.00
Possible 2 3 4.00 3.00 12.00
Likely 3 4 1.00 1.00 1.00
Almost Certain 4 5 4.00 1.00 4.00

Impact 6 3.00 1.00 3.00
Minor 1 7 1.00 1.00 1.00
Moderate 2 8 1.00 1.00 1.00
Major 3 9 3.00 3.00 9.00
Catastrophic 4 10 1.00 1.00 1.00

Weight 11 4.00 1.00 4.00
Consequential 12 4.00 1.00 4.00
Significant 13 4.00 1.00 4.00
Critical 14 4.00 1.00 4.00

Individual Score 15 4.00 1.00 4.00
Low 16 4.00 3.00 12.00
Medium 17 3.00 1.00 3.00
High 18 4.00 1.00 4.00

Overall Score 19 3.00 3.00 9.00
Low 20 4.00 3.00 12.00
Medium 21 4.00 3.00 12.00
High 22 4.00 1.00 4.00
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Risk Scoring

Overall Risk Scores

Total Likelihood Total Impact Total Score High Risk Events

220.00 86.00 274.00 55

Individual Risk Scores

No. Likelihood Impact Score
1 2.00 3.00 6.00
2 1.00 1.00 1.00
3 4.00 3.00 12.00
4 1.00 1.00 1.00
5 4.00 1.00 4.00
6 3.00 1.00 3.00
7 1.00 1.00 1.00
8 1.00 1.00 1.00
9 3.00 3.00 9.00

10 1.00 1.00 1.00
11 4.00 1.00 4.00
12 4.00 1.00 4.00
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# of 
citation

 

s Agency Issue

2010 Top 
Challenges 
(January)

2009 
Semiannual 
(September)

2009 
Semiannual 

(March)

2008 Top 
Challenges 

(November)

2008 
Semiannual 
(September)

2008 
Semiannual 

(March)

2 All agencies
Meet the challenge of accountability and 
transparency

X X

2 All agencies Meet agency and recipient reporting requirements

X X

1 All agencies Balance expediency of spending with accountability
X

1 All agencies
Meet ARRA contract and grant compliance 
requirements

X

1 All agencies
Increased risk for fraud, waste, and abuse due to 
pressure to distribute funds quickly

X

OIG Management Challenges 2008-2010
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A123 Internal Controls
What this means in time of budget uncertainty
What this means to managers and oversight 
responsibilities
One hour incorporating risk management saves 
100 hours putting out fires

Risk Management
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Management Matters
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 27, 2011

Doing What Works
 By John Griffith

“Federal officials are about to find themselves in the hot seat 
under a requirement to show whether they're making progress 
toward President Obama's goals for improving government 
operations. As part of the 2010 Government Performance and 
Results Modernization Act, agencies in June will start conducting 
quarterly performance reviews focused on their 

high-priority goals.”
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